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Surah Al Alaq  
 
Faith and knowledge are the two things that elevate a person. In ayah 3, Allah SWT                
commands Nabi SAW again to read. In the first ayah, Allah SWT asked him to read as                 
He told him about the creation, and now He tells him about Himself, about how he deals                 
with creation with generosity, ikram . He always gives us more than we need. In this               
ayah, two of Allah’s names are used, Rabb and Ikram. He is more Generous than               
anyone and in His Nurturing, the Nabi SAW would learn at the age of 40. And this is the                   
only kind of reading or knowledge that is truly beneficial or more important or better. So                
we should be making dua to Allah SWT that He shows us His Generosity to us in                 
teaching us the Quran, the way it was taught to Nabi SAW. Allah SWT is Wasi’ al                 
Karam, Vast in Generosity! When you read the Quran correctly, you’re always            
correlating it in your life, looking for lessons in it for your life. 
 
 

 
In Ayah 4, alladhi is the ism mausool, which connects the previous ayah to this one.                
This ayah expands on the qualities of Allah SWT. He who (allama bil qalam) teaches               
with the pen, which refers to writing. That He is the One who will teach you to read as                   
well as write. The first thing created by Allah SWT was the pen, according to the Nabi                 
SAW. This pen was commanded to write all the decree until the Day of Judgement as it                 
was informed. Allah SWT has the ability to talk to anything and it will obey, the sun, the                  



moon, the mountains and so on and forth. But the human beings are the ones who will                 
disobey, who will go against the orders of Allah SWT. 
 
The word allama (make you know, mu’tadi ) comes from alima, to know. Like Allah SWT               
made Adam AS know all the names of the things. And He hadn’t taught the angels or                 
Iblees. Allah SWT made them in fact prostrate to us, He even made a special angel                
looking for the seekers of knowledge. Allah SWT chose Adam AS and his offspring for               
this knowledge, for this purpose. This learning is what keeps us happy. We need to               
keep moving forward and improve and this seeking of knowledge provides us with this.              
The knowledge of the dunya, which will perish is all good, but the knowledge of the                
aakhira, that will never end is more important, more beloved to the true and sincere               
seekers of knowledge.  
 

 
When you think about Allah’s Knowledge, it is so vast. He knows so much than we can                 
even begin to imagine - the past, the present, the future, our thoughts and emotions and                
all the possibilities and impossibilities. We cannot even imagine the scope of his             
knowledge. And nothing that He ever puts in our lives is ever random, it is the best                 
possible for us. And all the knowledge of all the people ever is equal to a drop in the                   
ocean because it all comes from Allah SWT and He teaches that what we need to                
know. And it is His favor on us that He has taught us the Quran, the best of all                   
knowledge. 
 



And this is what is said in the next Ayah, that He is the one who makes you know what                    
you don’t know. He will never stop teaching us, not until the moment we die. The ma                 
here is everything, and the lam that follows it is the lam of negation. He teaches us like                  
you see a baby learn, who teaches a baby other than Allah SWT? Whatever He teaches                
us moves us from ignorance and darkness to knowledge and light. 
 

 
 
 
 


